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Introduction . . .

Good afternoon

Jack Ginsberg called me during 2004 and asked if I could assist with computerising the 

documentation of a corporate art collection. He heard about the work I had been 

doing with museums, archives, corporates, universities and municipalities. Little did 

we know this was the start of a number of large book arts projects spanning many 

years. 

While digitising the corporate collection Jack was involved with, we discussed his artists’ book

collection. At this stage I had no idea what an artists’ book was but I soon realised they were both 

artworks and books, not as I foolishly initially thought: books about art. I also realised I had 

encountered artists’ books in the past when working on documenting other collections but we 

simply documented them as artworks. Not incorrect, but definitely not the whole picture.

Formative discussions with Jack made me realise we were dealing with something a little more 

challenging. The approach to documentation and, information to be captured, was much more 

complex if we were going to do this properly.



Some background that formed the basis of the book arts projects.

During the mid to late 1990s I worked as a librarian, then a registrar for the 

South African National Gallery. I was tasked with documenting their collection 

and implementing suitable software. This was a great opportunity to see what 

was being done both nationally and internationally.  It was soon apparent that 

documentation standards were needed but which to use as there were a 

plethora of them. 

Rather than stalling the project to use only one standard, the approach was to 

use standards as a guide. The best being those provided by ICOM (International 

Council of Museums) and more specifically CIDOC (Centre for Intercultural 

Documentation). The database products in this presentation are based on a 

practical interpretation of these standards. 

Brief background: documentation standards



Also during the late 1990s the best database application was 

Microsoft® Access as version 1.0 was way beyond other products such 

as dBase, InMagic, etc. 

Microsoft® offered international availability, adherence to international 

standards of data exchange, and a wide variety of development tools. As anyone 

who has dabbled in creating a database: you can easily get a couple of tables 

and forms created but beyond that, you need to start programming.

Microsoft® Access was ideal for small to medium size databases and functions 

well on a standard market-entry computer. This means you can create powerful 

database applications and distribute them widely – while keeping costs down.

Brief background: application technology



With the documentation standards and application technology in place, it was time to 

develop a database product. After a couple of trial runs, both the HumanitiesCMD and 

ResourceMD products were developed and released:

• HumanitiesCMD: aimed at collections in museums, corporates, universities, etc.

• ResourceMD: aimed at libraries, resource centres and archives.

What follows is an overview of main areas that are used to capture an artist / author and 

artwork / book as reflected in these products. Getting the data structure right is essential.

• Producer – who made it

• Description – describing it

• Management – looking after it

Note: throughout this presentation the term Producer is for
authors, artists, editors, illustrators, … The term Item is for an artwork, book, …

Approach: database development



Approach: relational database

The key term 
between a producer 
and items is 
relationship. The 
database 
application will 
need to 
accommodate all 
the relationships 
between producer 
and the item. To do 
this a relational 
database is 

required.

Schematic example of a relational database with many interrelated tables.



Describing an item: artwork / book

Artworks Books

Title / Caption Title / Caption
Description / Summary Description / Summary
Name Name 
Type Type
Keywords Keywords
Categories Categories
Themes Themes
Dates Dates
Measurements Measurements
Edition Edition
IDs and Classification IDs and Classification
Inscription Pages
Medium Publisher

Place publication
ISBN

There are lots of 
similar categories but 
the main difference is 
around the publishing 
documentation.

For example: an 
artwork does not have 

an ISBN number.

Below are some of the main categories used for describing and capturing 
artworks and books.



The basics: describing an artwork / item …

HumanitiesCMD user interface for documenting a description of an item. 



The basics: describing an artwork / book …

ResourceMD user interface for documenting the description of an item 



The basics: describing an artwork / book … articles

Another consideration to documenting books is they have chapters, 

sections, articles, essays, consist of short stories ... Generally artworks 

do not have these. However, with artists’ books they do have 

chapters, sections, etc. so the database needed to accommodate this.

Basically, artists’ books do have all the attributes of artworks but also 

of books. A really obvious statement but tricky when developing a 

database.



The basics: describing an artwork / book … articles

ResourceMD user interface for capturing the description with articles associated and 
documented.

Any number of articles can be associated, i.e. 10 chapters



The basics: describing an artwork / book … other info

It is not just articles associated with each item but 
also:

• Management
• Hyperlinks to images, video and other files
• Image thumbnails
• Research
• Interviews 
• Presentations
• Transcripts
• Description lists
• Other IDs
• Various notes
• Links to Collections
• Recording Groups (i.e. series, portfolios)
• Exhibitions
• Thesaurus for standardising keywords
• Cross referencing with the ResourceMD and 

other database products. 



Documenting the producer / item relationship

We can now look at documenting who is responsible for the production of an artist book. 

There are lots of contributors to an artwork or book:  artists, authors, editors, 
photographers, illustrators, creators, sculptors, printers … Let’s refer to all of these as 

producers – those involved in the production of an item. 

Let’s start with the relationship between a producer and an item. Initially, this looks really 

simple:

This is what spreadsheets look like but 

it is not a true representation of the 

relationship. 



Documenting a producer  

ResourceMD user interface for capturing the producers (artists, authors, etc.) associated. 
Note: extensive biographical information can also be documented.



Recording the producer / item relationship

The producer / item relationship is more like:

This is much better as it accommodates one producer creating more than one item 
(an artist creates more than one artwork / an author creates more than one book). 

But again, this is not a true representation.



Items associated with a producer 

ResourceMD user interface for  associating items to a producer (books to an author). Note: 
any number of items can be associated. This example is books associated with David Paton.



Recording the producer / item relationship

The relationship of the producer to an item is more like:

More than one artist is 
associated with more 
than one artwork

&

an artwork is 
associated with more 
than one artist



Items associated with a producer 

ResourceMD user interface for associating producers to an item (authors to a book). Note: any 
number of producers can be associated and their relationship recorded (i.e. author, editor, 
illustrator). This example used Producers associated with Navigating the Bookscape.



Recording the producer / item relationship

Given the relationship between a producer and an item is fairly complex. The relationship to an artist 
book gets a bit more complex. This is because of articles, these being chapters, essays, sections, etc. -
components that form part of artists’ books:

This means a producer has a relationship to one or more artists’ books, and one 
or more articles. It also means a producer might only have a relationship to an 
article and not an artists’ book.



Producers associated with an article

ResourceMD user interface for associating producers to an article . Note: any number of 
producers can be associated and their relationship recorded (i.e. author, editor, illustrator).



Management of the item

Management of an item basically involves: condition, storage, acquisition details, etc. 



Management of an item … other info

Some of the management information recorded by 
ResourceMD:

• Storage and location (and history)
• Documentation details
• Condition
• Expenses and evaluations 
• Movement
• Provenance
• Conservation
• Publication history
• Storage history
• Stocktaking (and history)
• Links to images, video and other files
• Various notes

Note: management details are the same for all 
items; i.e. books, artworks, etc.



Database software used for the Jack Ginsberg collections

We decided the application most suited for documenting the Ginsberg art collection 
was the HumanitiesCMD. 

We also decided application most suited for his library was the ResourceMD. 

Although artists’ books are artworks it was decided the ResourceMD was most 
suited to the Ginsberg’s artists’ book collection. Primarily how it accommodated 
articles (chapters, essays, etc.) and publishing details.

The ResourceMD was developed for a small to medium library or resource centre. 
Hence, it was not designed to accommodate artworks, which artists’ books are. It 
was upgraded to accommodate artworks but still maintain the emphasis on a library.

Both of the above products are developed to function on a local computer or local 
area network (LAN). This suited Jack as he primarily worked with the collection in 
the same location as doing the documentation. 



Database software used for the David Paton projects

David Paton’s project and situation was different to Jack’s, as he worked from 
multiple locations and needed to make the artists’ book information available via 
the website: www.theartistsbook.org.za. 

David needed to capture complete documentation and associate any number of  
images to an item. He also needed to directly control what was available, archived 
and hidden on the website.

David’s focus is South African Artists’ Books, and unlike Jack, they were not part of 
his collection. Instead they were part of his research. David was building a resource 
and Jack a collection. Also Jack’s artists’ book collection was not only national but 
international.

As David’s project progressed, generously, Jack agreed his South African artists’ book 
data could be exported from his database to the online one  and made available on 
the website.

The solution for David’s project was a database product called CollectionOD. This 
product functions online and access is via a web browser with no installation on a 
local computer. It offers most of the features in the ResourceMD so ideal for artists’ 
books.

http://www.theartistsbook.org.za/


CollectionOD

Description of an item capture screen



CollectionOD

Multiple images associated with each item



CollectionOD

Multiple producers and articles / chapters associated with each item



Jack Ginsberg and David Paton projects: wider audience

David’s project was always aimed at being made available to a wider audience. The 
catalogue of artists’ books formed part of the website that also included:

• Exhibitions 
• Research
• News
• Featured artists’ books
• Online resources
• The Jack Ginsberg Bibliography

The Ginsberg artists’ book 
collection and bibliography was 
initially for managing and 
recording purposes only. But once 
the website was developed the 
artists’ books and related 
information was extracted from 
his databases and incorporated 
into the website. 



Jack Ginsberg and David Paton projects: wider audience

The website offers various ways to interact with the artists’ books documentation. 

Importantly offering a variety of search and retrieval options to access the 

databases.



Jack Ginsberg and David Paton projects: wider audience

The website attracts a variety of users, from a casual 

visitor to an artists’ book researcher. The following 

search and retrieval options are available:

• Basic search: i.e. like Google: simply enter a 

search term, or terms, and gets a result. This kind 

of search avoids frustrating a user who is unsure 

what to search on. 

• Guided searches: look up via alphabetical lists of 

artists and artworks; including a complete list.

• Browse: sequentially browse through all the 

images.

• Advanced: searching within a category, i.e. 

search only Item Titles.

• Results: clear and distinct list of search results 

with image and basic documentation.

• Full documentation: click through from the 

results to full documentation of the producer and 

item. Including all related information such as any 

number of images.



Jack Ginsberg and David Paton projects: wider audience

Example of full documentation with multiple producers and images



Jack Ginsberg and David Paton projects: wider audience

Example of full documentation with multiple articles and producers associated. 



Conclusion

From the start both Jack Ginsberg and David Paton knew the importance of good 
documentation – arguably almost as important as the collection itself. Apart from centralising 
research and information about the items, it becomes the basis for many projects: from 
running a collection to informing a website, to this Bookness event.

Both Jack Ginsberg and David Paton are perfectionists - every ‘t’ has to be crossed - but the 
end result is always of a very high quality. I regard the opportunity to work with both of them 

very highly and appreciate all the challenges. 

Jack Ginsberg David Paton



More details about Logos Flow and the products

HumanitiesCMD: www.lflow.co.za/humanitiescmd

ResourceMD: www.lflow.co.za/resourcemd

CollectionsOD: www.lflow.co.za/collectionsod

The business Logos Flow is run by Peter Dennis (BA Hons, PGDipLis) and 
specialises in software development and online projects. Recently, a new 
partnership has been formed with Justin Glickman (Bsc, CA). Our new 
business is called Collectology and we specialise in fusing the operational 

and strategic elements of collections.

http://www.lflow.co.za/humanitiescmd
http://www.lflow.co.za/resourcemd
http://www.lflow.co.za/collectionsod

